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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD. New Elite Buildings. Supply volume and structure.

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

By the end of July 2011, the supply volume amounted to approximately 170 thous.sq.m. in the segment of elite
flats and 18.5 thous. sq.m. in the segment of elite apartments in the primary market. The aggregate number of
elite flats and apartments reached approx 1010 properties in the primary market. For the past month the supply
volume decreased by 9% due to the sale of some flats and apartments and to the temporary recall of some
properties.
The number of complexes in the supply did not change versus the previous months. The primary market still
presents 35 residential and 5 apartment complexes of the elite class. The market did not see any new properties
in July 2011.
In July 2011, traditional for this time of the year recession of buyers’ activity was observed. The number of
incoming calls to Blackwood Company dropped 20% versus the previous months.
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. Elite residential space. Prices

Graph 1.1. Dynamics of prices for elite residential space

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

By the results of the month the average price in the primary market of elite flats remained practically at the
level of the previous month (+0.2%) and amounted to $19, 040 per sq.m. The minimal prices in the primary
market were observed in “Italian Quarter” RC, and the maximum ones in “Barkli Virgin House” RC (up to $60, 000
per sq.m.).
The price for the secondary elite apartments gained 1.7% for July 2011 and reached $24, 000 per sq.m. The
prices for apartments varied from $8, 100 per sq.m. (“Nikolaevsky House” RC) to $30, 000 per sq.m. (“City of
Capitals” MFC).
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

The office real estate market of Moscow Region stays active: in July 2011, several transactions on the office
premises rent were concluded, at the same time the trend of their enlargement (the increase of the average rented
area) was preserved. (see Spreadsheet below).
The investment activity also stays high, 2 large transactions were concluded at once in July:
“Promsvyaznedvizhimost” closed the deal on the acquisition of TNK-BP headquarter “Alfa Arbat Center” (47.2 thous.
sq.m., $238 mln.) and plans to lease the property to Rosselhozbank; Heitman has bought one of three buildings in
“Metropolis” multifunctional complex (the total area of the office part of “Metropolis” – 115 thous. sq.m., the property
is leased almost completely). Another two large deals were announced: Metalloinvest co-owner Alisher Usmanov’s
structures consider the purchase of the larger part (75, 000 sq.m.) of areas of “Oruzheyny” BC in Garden Ring, which
is under construction (the developer – DC-Development, the total area is 152 thous. sq.m., the office one – 90 thous.
sq.m.); MTF Rubin developer, which has already implemented some assets this year (“Gorbushkin Dvor” and “Filion”
RC), has presented for sale “Park Pobedi” MFC, which is under construction (136, 500 sq.m.) in Vasilisi Kozhinoy
street. UC Rusal is mentioned as a possible candidate for the purchase of the asset.
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental rates*. Delivered properties. Announced projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In addition to it, in July, road show of some assets took place, which the property department of Moscow (PDM)
plans to sale in trading on October 6. The largest lots were presented: 49% of OAO Ilinskoe podvorie, which owns a
part of the Gostiny Dvor, 40% of OAO “Oktyabr” Movie theater and 9.64% of OAO World trade center (business
center with hotels for 270 thous.sq.m.). All in all, in addition to ten largest assets, Moscow Mayor's Office plans to
offer for sale another seven hundred lots (predominantly small properties, both sale of tenancy and the share of the
city in investcontracts), the trades in which will be organized by Specialized State Unitary Enterprise on the property
sale in Moscow (five hundred lots), Russian auction house (one hundred) and IFC Solid (one hundred).
Spreadsheet. Some lease transactions, July 2011
Tenant

Name

Leased area

Address

GroupM

“Legenda Tsvetnogo”

10 000 sq. m

Tsvetnoy boulevard, 2, bld.1

Positive Technologies

BC PREO 8

2 000 sq. m

Preobrazhenskaya pl., 8

Dewey&LeBoeuf

“Legenda Tsvetnogo”

n/a

Tsvetnoy boulevard, 2, bld.1

O'STIN

“Linkor”

7 728 sq. m

Aviokonstruktora Mikoyana, 12

* - hereinafter rental rates are indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX
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Map 3.1. Russia. Delivery of professional retail centers to the market

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

The main event for the retail real estate market in July was the opening of “RIO” professional retail center in
Yaroslavl. Tashir GC acted as the developer of the project. The aggregate area of the REC amounted to 70, 000
sq.m., the rentable – 53, 000 sq.m. “Vester” hypermarket, “Nash dom” DIY-hypermarket, “Cinema Star” movie
theater, “M.Video” household appliances and electronics store became the anchor tenants of the complex. By
the moment of the property opening its retail gallery was partially operating, which is a trend since 2009 both for
the Moscow and regional markets of professional retail real estate. Subject to the “RIO” REC opening, the
provision of Yaroslavl population with high-quality retail areas amounts to 270 sq.m. per 1, 000 people.
The termination of a franchising agreement between Kika/Leiner Group and Domashny Interier company
became an important piece of news on the part of demand. The latter plans to develop the chain of furniture and
household goods hypermarkets under its own brand Hoff, operating stores of the chain in Moscow, Krasnodar,
Samara, Rostov-on-Don and Voronezh will pass under it. Leaving the franchising scheme was aimed at
improving the performance rate of the company and its more effective adaptation to the Russian market
condition.
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Map 3.2. Moscow. Street retail rental rates in the main retail streets of Moscow

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

The summer months are traditionally characterized by the low business activity: July was not an exception.
There was no expressed dynamics of the rental rates indices and the vacant areas level in the retail real estate
market, and, in particular, in street retail segment. The number of deals also reduced subject to the demand
decrease on the part of retail operators.
It may be expected that the growth of rental rates for the street retail premises will resume by the end of 2011
as the business activity is recovering.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Structure of hotel room stock

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

During July no hotels under international operator’s management were opened. The planned expansion of
the city borders and potential transfer of state and financial institutions beyond MKAD became the most
important piece of news for the Moscow hotel market. In case the announced plans on the withdrawal of
administrative functions from the center of Moscow are implemented, then, it will evidently cause the decrease of
demand for hotels in the central part of the city. The change of the quit administrative buildings specialization will
be an additional destabilizing factor – they will be most probably reoriented into hotels. To stabilize the situation
it will be necessary to raise attractiveness of Moscow for tourists: additional tourist streams are able to level the
current seasonality of demand, which is determined by the predominance of business tourists in the total stream.
There is enough time for this – the process of government officials’ move will take more than a year.
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Map 4.2. Opening of hotels under international operators’ management

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

An important event of July in the regional hotel market was the transaction between Regional hotel chain
Company (buyer) and OOO Izhevsk-Hotel (seller) on the acquisition of Park Inn Izhevsk. The hotel for 161
rooms is under Rezidor Hotel Group management.
In general, July was characterized by the largest international hotel operators’ high activity. Thus, the 5-star
“Gelendzhik Resort and Spa” hotel opened a year before in Gelendzhik, entered the chain of the “Kempinsky”
hotels under “Kempinsky Grand Hotel Gelendzhik” name since July, 1. It was initially planned that Hilton will
manage the resort hotel. Besides, several projects of hotels under international operators’ management were
announced at once during the month: by the end of 2013 the opening of the Hyatt Regency Sochi hotel for 202
rooms is to take place in the central part of Sochi. Another 5* segment hotel under Lotte brand is to be opened in
2013 in St.-Petersburg on the Fontanka embankment.
The projects of more democratic hotels were announced in several cities at once: the opening of the Domina
Inn hotel for 120 rooms is planned in Tomsk in 2013. The hotel will presumably be positioned in 3-4* segment
and it will in most likelihood be the first hotel under international operator’s management in the city. The hotel
under Rezidor Hotel Group management for 192 rooms was announced in Chelyabinsk (the opening is also
planned for 2013). According to the project participants’ announcements, the hotel will operate under Radisson
brand and be positioned in the upper price segment of the market. Currently, the Park Inn hotel, as well as a
number of small modern hotels under independent management, is already operating in Chelyabinsk.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Countryside projects delivered to the market

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

July 2011, the delivery of new settlements continued in the countryside real estate market of Moscow
Region. Economy class projects, which offer for sale land plots without building contracts, still compose the
largest share of new supply.
Thus, ZemActiv Company began the construction of the second stage of “Anutini Glazki” cottage settlement
measuring 16 ha, which located within 63 km from MKAD along the Novorizhskoe highway. The territory of the
settlement includes 118 land plots both with building contracts and without them, measuring from 8.5 to 21.5
sotkas. Vesco Group Company announced the beginning of implementation of “Pushkinskaya dubrava” project
measuring 32 ha, located within 28 km from MKAD along the Yaroslavskoe highway. 156 land plots both with
building contracts and without them, measuring from 6 to 24 sotkas, are offered for sale within the framework of
the project.
Vector Investment Company delivered 2 new settlements within the framework of “Istrinskaya dolina” project.
“Tikhaya zavod” settlement, measuring 35 ha located within 68 km from MKAD along the Novorizhskoe highway,
offers for sale 193 land plots without building contracts measuring from 10 to 36 sotkas. “Nikitskoe” settlement
measuring 46 ha located within 72 km from MKAD along the Novorizhskoe highway offers for sale 419 land plots
without building contracts measuring from 6 to 32 sotkas.
Департамент Консалтинга, Аналитики и Исследований: research@blackwood.ru

тел: +7(495) 730 2000
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. Organized countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In July 2011, the average level of prices for the countryside residential properties of Moscow Region
remained at the same level with minor fluctuations, depending on the quality and the readiness stage of the
project.
As far as the new supply is concerned, the minimal price of 1 sotka of land plots without building contracts
was recorded within the framework of “Nikitskoe” and amounted to 70, 000 rubles. This price includes electricity
and water, the rest utilities are connected at extra cost. The price of 1 sotka of land with utilities in “Tikhaya
zavod” settlement starts from 119, 000 rubles, in “Anutini Glazki” settlement – from 130, 000 rubles/sotka, in
“Pushkinskaya dubrava” settlement – from 165, 000 rubles.
According to Blackwood Company experts, the general situation in the countryside real estate market of
Moscow Region is improving. This trend is connected with a gradual resumption of more high-quality settlements
delivery to the market, which offer land plots without building contracts and with them, for instance, “Anutini
glazki” and “Pushkinskaya dubrava”, as well as with the beginning of implementation of a number of projects
which were put on hold during the crisis period.
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